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Andrews University
awarded $2.25M grant
On Sept. 28, Andrews University was
awarded a U.S. Department of Education
grant for $2.25 million. The initiative was
spearheaded by Padma Tadi Uppala,
chair of the School of Population Health,
The grant aims to provide a path to
success for at-risk students and improve
enrollment of minority students, focusing specifically on the Pokagon Band of
Native American students in Dowagiac,
Mich. Implementation of the plan
includes streamlining curriculum and faculty counseling at Andrews University in
order to increase placement rates among
students and help them graduate within
four years. Twenty percent of the grant is
designated for endowment funds, while
an additional part of the funds will be
allocated to scholarships for under-represented and at-risk students.
In describing the motivation behind
pursuing the grant, Uppala explains,
“When I observed the diverse racial and
ethnic representation on the Andrews
campus, I saw a potential for federal
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of the grant centers on the necessity of
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faculty and staff training, particularly in

Beyond the significant monetary value of

grant are those of college readiness and
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the grant, it is this act of service that she
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intends to create a system of support that

cational development specialist will aid in

recognizes the challenges that struggling
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funds that support minority and at-risk
students in colleges and universities.” A
lengthy process ensued, during which
Andrews University was recognized as a
minority-serving institution with a Title III
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Uppala highlights “the joy of serving

Isabella Koh, University Communication student writer
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